
 
 

GREETINGS FROM CEO 
 
Dear Readers, 
 
Allow me represent the whole team of Sunggiardi Construction to thank you for taking an interest on us. 
 
As you may found out later, the word “Sunggiardi” in our company is came from my surname. Sunggiardi 
Construction started as a family based company, which until today have stood for three generations. 
 
We see construction industry as a noble job. We build people’s dream; a place for them to live and work. So then, 
we always strive to build buildings which can stand for 50 years and even more with minimum annoyance to its 
owner. 
 
Today, everything in construction industry is changing. From the level of understanding of our customers, to the 
dynamics of our labor. Some of these factor decrease the quality of constructions, however, we believe that our 
value will give us strength and stand out among others.  In this day, we also continuously develop our 
knowledge and learning on new technology so it will benefit our customers more. 
 
Sunggiardi Construction has and will always be worked each project with a passion to deliver a great service so 
that every labors and customers can be proud of our buildings. 
 
Please look into this website and our social media to know more detail about us. 
Once again, thank you for your interest in us. 
  
Warm Regards, 
Reza Sunggiardi 
Chief Executive of Sunggiardi Construction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

For all people who need trusted constructor, 
Sunggiardi Construction provide end to end construction service; including advisory, design, 

engineering, construction, and regular post-inspection. 
 

Unlike other constructors, Sunggiardi Construction cares about their clients and building more 
than their money. 

 
 
We strive to become a construction company, in which all aspect doing the right things and do 
things right 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

About Sunggiardi Construction 
 
Sunggiardi Construction’s journey started by Arthur (Chinese Name : Thee Kian Hoa), which offer Design and Build 
services for houses and shops in Bogor area. He named his service upon his surname; “Thee Construction 
Bureau”. “Thee” is a Fujian dialect for “Dai” (戴). Arthur’s experience on working for Dutch Colonial Construction, 
gave him expertise needed to create a quality construction. Arthur is quickly gained reputation as a constructor 
who build strongest building in the city.  
 
On late 1970s, Arthur called his son Ricardo, who was recently graduated from Civil Engineering, Parahyangan 
University, to assist him in the business. Eventually he retired and Ricardo carried over the business. Ricardo’s 
education gave him knowledge advantages compared to his competitor that time. Unlike Arthur, Ricardo has paid 
attention to smallest details in constructions. He is well known to inspect his projects much more frequent than 
his competitor, so quality is assured. He then chose to specialized on luxury home constructions.  

As for 2000s, Ricardo was deciding to retire. However his son, Reza, also a Civil Engineer, wished to continue the 
legacy. By the support from Ricardo, Reza and his brother Reinaldo, along with other shareholders, formed a limited 
liability company named PT Sunggiardi Prima Konstruksi. It is the company which brings technical knowledges 
and wisdoms of the past and mixed it with modern technology and culture. While currently specializing on low 
rise construction has aimed to enter the Hi-Rise construction industry in the future.  

 
 
 



Why Sunggiardi Construction 
 
1. Experienced 

Most of us wants to leave a legacy which will live on even after we die. This was realized in Sunggiardi 
Construction. With almost 60 years of experiences, it will also bring technical knowledge and wisdoms to the 
owner about the know-how and best practice of construction industry. 
Academic background in Civil Engineering of second generation and third generation also ensures the 
customers that their projects are constructed based on careful calculation designs, which will reduce risks 
against construction failures. 

 
2. Committed professional workers 

Did you know that on the construction boom era (year 2010 – 2015 / until now), contractors are facing worker 
shortages, and most workers who worked on the projects are farmers which have little building experiences? 
In Sunggiardi Construction, our workers came from villages which mostly construction workers’ families. Our 
today’s craftsmen were apprentice under their own father from young ages. This means that their skills are 
honed from the source. 
One interesting facts is that our current chief foreman is a grandson of first generation foreman. His son is 
also a staff under the company. 
 

3. Expertise and Competency  
Aside from legacy, using surnames as company name shows serious commitment; we are betting our 
reputation every day. This way, we will always care about our reputation and strive to do our best efforts to 
protect it. It means that we will do best works we can and committing fraud to our customer will be less likely 
if not impossible. 

 
 
 



Outline of Sunggiardi Construction 
  
Company Name PT Sunggiardi Prima Konstruksi 
Line of Business General Construction 

Construction Project Management 
Head Office Jalan Riau no 6, Bogor 16143 
Year Established 1960s 
Year Incorporated 2016 
Government Registration Numbers Ministry of Justice : 

SIUP / TDP : 
Capital Rp 250.000.000,00 (per 2016) 

Projected Annual Sales Rp 15.000.000.000,00 (per 2016) 
License Registration LPJK – Jawa Barat –  Commercial Contractors 
  
Share Holders Reza Sunggiardi (70%) 

Reinaldo Sunggiardi (10%) 
Hendra Saputra W (10%) 
Bintang Indrasakti (10%) 

  

Management 
  
Commissionaire Bintang Indrasakti (Chairman of The Board) 

Hendra Saputra 
President Director / CEO Reza Sunggiardi 
Director Reinaldo Sunggiardi 
 
 

Workforce Facts (Per 2016) 
  
Management Team 2 persons 

Administration Officers 1 person 
Project Officers 2 persons (permanent staff status) 

Up to 5 persons (outsources) 
Workers Up to 100 persons for Civil Works 
  
 
 



 
 



Services Provided 
 
 
Sunggiardi Construction, as its name stated, provides construction services to its customers. 
 
While the construction industry is quite wide, Sunggiardi Construction is specialized in two following scopes: 
 
 
A. Contractor Service; Provide construction services based on contract agreement with Customers. 

Core Specialities: 
1 Luxury Houses Construction 
2 Large Scales Warehouse (Industrial) Construction 
3 Reinforced Concrete Structures 
Secondary Specialities 
1 All Low to Medium Rise Construction (up to 8 floors) 
2 Design & Build Projects 
3 Steel Structures 
4 Infrastructure Works 

 
 
B. Construction Project Management Services 

1 Provide an end to end project management & consultancy services for party who wants to develop 
buildings or complex as owner representatives which will closely collaborate with consultant and 
construction team. 

2 Handle and coordinate with owners Finance & Accounting teams regarding all administration 
throughout project. 

3 Assist owners to manage the balance of cost, time, and quality. 
4 Make sure the construction are commenced within contract corridors and manage downtime period 

caused by disputes. 
 
 
 
 
 



Our Philosophy 
 
BUILD 
 
B ENEFICENT 
Sunggiardi Construction strive to be beneficent to its officers and workers. It is important that no one worries about 
his family welfare while working on our projects. Worry free persons leads to better performance. 

 
U NDERSTAND 
On doing the business, Sunggiardi Construction always seek to understand why things works. Sunggiardi 
Construction will not do the work by merely because everyone doing so, without any professional explanation. 

Understand also means that Sunggiardi Construction will do its best to understand the customers wants and needs 
in the project and will do its best to realize it within the scope of contracts. 

 
I NTEGRITY 
Sunggiardi Construction shall not give or accept bribes to compromise the contracts. All of our workers have to 
maintain their integrity. Failed to comply resulting in automatic fire/termination.   

 
L EARN 
Sunggiardi Construction shall never see itself as an advanced organization. Sunggiardi Construction shall always 
learn something new and apply new technology in a way to benefit its customers. 

 
D EDICATED 
We are dedicated that all of our ongoing projects, whether it is small or giant projects, will be finished as perfect 
as possible. We will not take new projects if it means to sacrifice our other projects.  
 
 
 



Our Company Management 
 
Organization 
Sunggiardi Construction is a national limited liability company (Perseroan Terbatas / PT) with legal name PT 
Sunggiardi Prima Konstruksi. It is registered in Indonesia, and professionally registered in LPJK (National Company 
Association Group) as a contractor which is specialized on  

It has four shareholders; Reza Sunggiardi, Reinaldo Sunggiardi, Hendra Saputra (which is also an owner and 
commissionaire of Venus Bakery, Bogor), and Bintang Indrasakti (a commissionaire of Agricon, Agricultural 
company, Bogor). 

On Management level, Reza Sunggiardi acts as Chief Executive, which is responsible for the whole Sunggiardi 
Construction operation. The Chief Executive is monitored and advised by the Board of Commissionaire. 
. 

MANAGEMENT POLICY 

Currently, Sunggiardi Construction is transforming from family based management to professional management. 
As a rather new company, the management strategy is to “hire slow, fire quicker.” This strategy helps reduce 
overhead costs which makes Sunggiardi Construction able to compete against other company’s price, while also 
ensure to hire a competent person on the right time.  

As for Project Management team, Sunggiardi Construction will hire the professional personnel based on Project 
Based Contract. These personnel is not randomly picked, They are personnel who has worked with us before and 
show professionalism in terms of products and facing problems. 

Our policy is to make sure that all project must be supervised by a project director. Project directors must visit the 
site often to understand the real condition of the project. Consequently, we choose to stop accepting new projects 
when each of our project directors already have three projects to ensure the quality of our projects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Know us better 
 
To know Sunggiardi Construction better, please reach us by doing one of the following; 

 

For direct communication please contact: 

Reza Sunggiardi 

Phone / Whatsapp : +62 811 8822968 

e-mail : reza@sgd-construction.com 

 

For further information, you can visit our social media sites: 

 Websites: www.sgd-construction.com 

 Facebook : www.facebook.com/sunggiardi.construction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


